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British Virgin Islands (Newsworthy.ai) Tuesday Mar 12, 2024 @ 10:15 PM Europe/London —

In a bid to revolutionize the crypto landscape, EG Token proudly launches its comprehensive
decentralized finance (DeFi) ecosystem. With a strategic presence on major trading
platforms such as EGSwap, and MEXC, EG Token has firmly established itself as a game-
changer in the crypto market.

Speaking on the debut of the innovative DeFi ecosystem, a representative from EG Token
stated, “Our goal is to provide a seamless and rewarding crypto experience for our users.
Through our ecosystem, we aim to offer a wide array of opportunities that cater to the
diverse needs of the crypto community.”

A standout feature of EG Token is its unwavering commitment to social responsibility. To
date, EG Token has contributed over $3.7 million to various global causes, underscoring the
brand’s dedication to making a positive impact on society.

Within the EG ecosystem, users can explore a wealth of products, use cases, and utilities.

The EG Ecosystem consists of:

Salesforce Crypto Exchange, enabling effortless crypto transactions in a CRM
platform popular among Fortune 500 Companies.
Gator Gang, an NFT Collection that can also be staked to earn monthly rewards.
Burn Party platform to burn tokens transparently by an integration with Chainlink.
EGMigrate dApp application to upgrade smart contracts and migrate holders, even
when liquidity is locked or the smart contract is renounced.
Blockchain Agency for all your Web3 tech, design and branding needs.
A Social Impact portal to view all our historic donations. Use this portal to donate to
your favourite causes by an integration with GivingBlock.

EG’s Decentralised Exchange, EGSwap have several features, such as:

Trade any token on Binance Smart Chain and Ethereum.
Find the Best Price for your trade via EGSmartRouter, which searches across many
DeFi pools.
Protect yourself from front-running on Ethereum by using EGSwap’s built-in MEV Bot
Protection.
List your project on EGSwap to share revenue from Trading Fees your community
generates. EGSwap is the only DEX that gives cashback.

https://egtoken.io/
https://newsworthy.ai/www.egswap.exchange
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Buy/Sell Crypto via Credit Cards using EGRamp. SEPA, Bank Transfers, GPAY, and
Apple Pay are all supported.
Trade Anonymously via EGSpectre to keep your transaction private.
EGSpectre can be used to bridge 100+ Tokens across 20+ Blockchains.
A Perpetual Exchange to trade futures with leverage.
Stake tokens to earn rewards with high APR.

Commenting on the diverse offerings within the EG ecosystem, the representative added,
“We are thrilled to provide a range of use cases and utilities through our platform. The
creation of the Salesforce Exchange and the introduction of EGSwap signify our
commitment to pushing boundaries and driving innovation in the crypto space.”

With its groundbreaking DeFi ecosystem and substantial contributions to charitable causes,
EG Token continues to lead the way in redefining the future of crypto.

For more information, visit EG Token’s official Website and Decentralised Exchange to
explore the endless possibilities within the EG ecosystem.
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